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Software:

NEO Agility server software

Operating system:

Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 Essentials

Processor

Intel Xeon 6-core processor; 1.6GHz/2.4GHz

RAM:

32GB/64GB

System disk:

SATA or SAS

Disk cache:

6TB or 9.6TB

Network connections:

1GB Ethernet standard/10GB Ethernet standard

Connections to library:

SAS (NEOs T48); SAS or FC (NEOxl 80); FC (NEO 8000e)

Number of power supplies:

2 power supplies standard

Power:

700 watts, redundancy

Temperature:

0°C to 40°C

Humidity:

20 to 80%

Dimensions:

1u; W-17.2" (437mm) x H-1.7" (43mm) x D-25.6" (650mm)
/23.5" (597mm)

Weight:

46 lbs.

Rack rails:

Included

Standard warranty:

1 year Silver NBD (hardware
1 year telephone support (software)
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Note:
Use of green should
be limited to items
requiring more emphasis.
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